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Abstract—Because collaboration plays a key role in today’s
society, it is beneficial to prepare people at a young age for
collaborative work. However, there is no academic or profes-
sional consensus on the most effective approach. To remedy
this shortcoming, our research will expand on one promis-
ing method: the incorporation of collaborative scaffolding into
collaborative educational video games. Although there will be
several challenges, we have already made progress through the
development of a multilevel taxonomy of collaboration to aid
our evaluation approach. Our findings will bring academics and
educators one step closer to developing methodology for the
seamless integration of 21st century skills, such as collaboration
and technological proficiency, into today’s classroom curricula.
In addition, researchers can utilize our taxonomy to more easily
identify aspects of collaboration relevant to their interests, and
educators can use the taxonomy to help identify collaborative
skills that students lack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

21st Century Skills [1], such as collaboration and tech-
nological proficiency, are necessary in today’s ever connected
world, yet there remains a lack of insight into best practices
when it comes to teaching collaborative skills. One option is
to embed collaboration into activities, either explicitly through
team formation or implicitly by assigning a goal impossible to
achieve alone. A major advantage to this methodology is its
seamless integration into existing curricula; there is no need
to take time away from teaching traditional topics because
everything is imparted concurrently. However, without explicit
guidance, there is no guarantee that group members encounter
and ingrain the necessary collaborative skills. Another ap-
proach is to create activities aimed purely at teaching and
encouraging collaboration. In this case, potential frustration
from a lack of academic understanding will not interfere with
the collaborative process, but classtime must be set aside.

Although the value of collaboration has been known for
some time [2], [3], technology’s rapid evolution requires us
to reexamine methodologies to collaboration education. An
approach not yet explored is the incorporation of collaborative
scaffolding into educational video games. Aside from educa-
tional benefits [4]–[6], such games have already been shown
to have positive effects, such as an increase in motivation to
learn [8] and improvement in self-efficacy and self-esteem [7].
Through collaborative play in particular, children have shown

an increase in collaborative behaviors [9], [10], such as sharing
[11], and a decrease in aggression [9]. The addition of spe-
cialized scaffolding allows educators to leverage the inherent
benefits of collaborative educational games and facilitates the
parallel teaching of collaboration and traditional topics.

To examine the impact of collaborative scaffolding, we
built a collaborative multiplayer game and developed a pre-post
study design. Through the process of creation, we encountered
and predicted several challenges associated with developing
study-specific technology, working with children, and running
on-sight trials. To identify a focus for our evaluation, we
performed an analysis of over 25 existing studies and surveys
to identify the components of collaboration. We chose two
facets from the resulting multilevel taxonomy for our study:
performing part of a task for a group member (direct helping)
and providing guidance to a group member (indirect helping).
Moving forward, we plan to iterate on our materials, finalize
our study design, and flesh out our data analysis so that we
can examine the impact collaborative scaffolding has on these
behaviors both during and after play. Aside form aiding our
own work, the taxonomy can help researchers pinpoint aspects
of collaboration relevant to their interests, and it can help
educators identify collaborative skills that students lack.

II. DEFINITIONS

A. Collaboration

The concept of collaboration is not well defined in litera-
ture, and is often referenced in conjunction with cooperation
and teamwork. Some researchers make an effort to distin-
guish between these terms [12]–[22], while others use them
interchangeably [9], [23], [24]. The popularity of each term
depends largely on the area of study; computer science favors
collaboration, most prominently in the areas of Computer
Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) [14], [15], [21],
[23] and Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW)
[13], while cooperation dominates the field of psychology [3],
[9], [11], [25]–[28] and teamwork is featured in the industry
[2], [12], [29], [30] and military [19], [31] sectors.

Some researchers define collaboration by its behaviors and
skills, which in turn are often defined themselves [12], [18],
[32], while others define collaboration as an activity [20], [28],
[33] or a context [25], [27], [34]. We developed our own
definition, taking most of our wording from Roschelle and
Teasley [20] and Ryan and Wheeler [27]:



Collaboration is the mutual engagement of partici-
pants, whose goals are interdependent and positively
correlated, in a coordinated effort to complete a task.

For the purposes of our work on collaborative scaffolding
in educational video games, participants will be the children
who establish a mutual engagement among themselves, and
coordinated effort will refer to their self-organized approach.
Because the goal of each player on a team is for the whole
team to win, player goals will be positively correlated.

B. Helping Behaviors

The concept of a helping behavior is closely tied to backup
behavior. According to Porter et al. [29], backup behavior is
help that occurs when “it is apparent that [a] team member is
failing to reach those goals [defined by his or her role],” while
helping behavior occurs when help is not strictly necessary.
Our helping behavior definition is based on Porter et al.’s
backup behavior definition, sans dependence on need:

A helping behavior can be described as the provi-
sion of resources and task-related effort to a group
member intended to help that member contribute to
task completion.

In contrast to Porter et al., Marks et al. base their definition
of backup behavior on Dickinson and McIntyre’s [35] work
and define it as occurring when “(1) providing a teammate
verbal feedback or coaching, (2) helping a teammate behav-
iorally in carrying out actions, or (3) assuming and completing
a task for a teammate” [36]. Although Marks et al. call these
backup behaviors, they also qualify as helping behaviors under
Porter et al.’s definitions. We use two of Marks et al.’s backup
behaviors as a focal point for our research on collaborative
scaffolding: performing part of a task for someone (assuming
and completing a task for a teammate) and providing guidance
(providing a teammate verbal feedback or coaching).

C. Scaffolding

Wood et al. coined the term scaffolding, meaning a “process
that enables a child or novice to solve a problem, carry out a
task or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted
efforts.” [37] They went on to identify six scaffolding func-
tions that we incorporated into our collaborative scaffolding
design: recruitment, reduction in degrees of freedom, direct
maintenance, marking critical features, frustration control, and
demonstration. As a form of direct maintenance and frustration
control, our collaborative scaffolding system mentions the
benefits of collaboration to players when they are stumped.
To mark critical features, the system directs student attention
when collaboration becomes a necessity. Because the scaffold-
ing system is limited by the game in which it resides, Wood et
al.’s other functions are more relevant to the educational game
itself, which has its own educational and game scaffolding.
The game’s contents entice potential players (recruitment) and
technology restrictions limit player input channels (reduction
in degrees of freedom). In addition, mechanics are gradually
introduced (direct maintenance), the difficulty level can be fine-
tuned (frustration control), and in-game highlights and dialog
guide the player (marking critical features).

III. RELATED WORK

A. Collaboration among children

Since our research focuses on middle school children,
it is important to understand the relationship between kids
and collaboration. Studies show that young girls perform
better in a collaborative environment than in a competitive
one, while boys perform equally well in both [38], [39].
In addition, a collaborative classroom goal structure, when
compared to a competitive one, leads to higher achievement,
greater acceptance among group members, and more positive
attitudes towards tasks and teachers [40]. It is also better
at promoting critical thinking competency, motivating further
exploration into the educational subject, and encouraging posi-
tive expectations of future inter-student interactions [41]. Even
at the undergraduate level, a collaborative structure leads to
groups that show more subdivision of activity, attentiveness
to fellow members, and friendliness during discussions [25].
Facilitating an effective collaborative environment requires
child proficiency in collaborative skills, which we aim to teach
and encourage through our collaborative scaffolding system.

Aside from environment, research has also been done
on comparing collaborative and competitive tasks. Ryan and
Wheeler [27] found that fifth and sixth grade students given
collaborative, rather than competitive, lessons exhibited more
collaborative tendencies during post-lesson game play. These
tendencies came in four categories: seeking help for one
another, positively responding to help sought, volunteering
help for others, and establishing group strategies for sharing
resources with individuals in need. In our exploration of
collaborative scaffolding, we are also interested in the retention
of helping skills, although we distinguish categories by the
help itself instead of its initiation. Moreover, rather than
compare the effects of a collaborative vs. a competitive task,
we concentrate on collaborative vs. neutral scaffolding during
in-game collaborative missions.

B. Scaffolding

Effective scaffolding systems often incorporate the concept
of fading: “once the learner has a gasp of the target skill,
the master reduces his participation (fades), providing only
limited hints, refinements, and feedback to the learner, who
practices by successively approximating smooth execution of
the whole skill” [42]. To this end, our system tracks player
input and in-game events to identify when collaboration is
advantageous but overlooked. Ideally, as players progress they
begin to identify collaboration opportunities on their own.
In turn, our system limits its presence to avoid providing
unnecessary information. In addition to fading, we incorporate
all relevant scaffolding strategies from Quintana et al.’s [43]
guidelines into our scaffolding design: (1c) Embed expert guid-
ance to help learners use and apply science content, (2a) Make
disciplinary strategies explicit in learners’ interactions with the
tool, (5a) Embed expert guidance to clarify characteristics of
scientific practices, and (5b) Embed expert guidance to indicate
the rationales for scientific practices.

Traditional scaffolding systems tend to address educational
topics like math and science. Research has also been done on
collaborative scaffolding in general [44] and topics related to
collaboration, such as exploratory talk [45], [46] and reaching



group consensus [47]. However, little of it addresses helping
behaviors in particular, which is the focus of our work.

IV. STUDY DESIGN

A. Focus

To inform our exploration into the impact of collaborative
scaffolding in educational video games, we developed a re-
search question based on two dyads. The first dyad is setting.
Our main interest is collaboration in a classroom context, but
we also aim to explore the impact of collaborative scaffolding
as it appears in real time during video game play. The second
dyad is type of help. We chose to concentrate on direct and
indirect helping to keep our scope broad but realistic. These
focal points result in the following research topic:

Does collaborative scaffolding in an educational
video game promote more instances of performing
part of a task for a group member (direct helping)
and providing guidance to a group member (indirect
helping) than non-collaborative neutral scaffolding
in the context of the game and a collaborative
classroom activity?

B. Procedure

To explore collaborative scaffolding, we modified
Singapore-MIT GAMBIT Game Lab’s Waker
(http://gambit.mit.edu/loadgame/waker.php), a 2009 action-
puzzle Flash game that teaches displacement and velocity. We
chose this game because of its light-weight nature, educational
content, and potential for rapid modification. Since the game
was originally single-player, we altered the code to allow
simultaneous play, developed new corresponding levels, and
implemented a collaborative scaffolding system.

Our mixed-factorial study design meant that we needed
to create two versions of content for the scaffolding. For the
treatment group, we will have collaborative scaffolding with
statements such as “Remember each of your abilities, and use
them to help each other.” and “Sometimes things are easier
to do together.” We can think of these phrases as positive, in
line with scaffolding’s formal definition. Scaffolding can also
be neutral or even negative. In the context of an educational
video game, neutral collaborative scaffolding would include
statements that neither help nor hinder players, including “It
must have taken a long time to build this place.” and “It sure
is bright outside.” We will use this type of scaffolding for
our control group. Negative collaborative scaffolding hinders
people with statements such as “You don’t need anyone’s
help.” and “Working with others is a waste of time.” We chose
not to use this type of scaffolding in our study.

During each trial, students will start by taking a short
pretest that covers their collaborative experiences and attitudes
towards collaboration, as well as their knowledge of the topics
that the game will teach. They will then split into small
groups and perform a simple collaborative classroom activity
during which we will take note of any direct or indirect
helping. To collect data during the activity, we will use audio
recorders and several observers. After the activity, students
will break into two groups: the control and the treatment.
Students in each group will form pairs and play the appropriate

version of the game before filling out a short questionnaire
on engagement and motivation. They will disperse into small
groups to perform another group activity, after which students
will fill out a post-test once again pertaining to collaboration
and knowledge of the subject area.

V. CHALLENGES

Although our research on the effects of collaborative
scaffolding in educational video games will contribute both
to academics and educators, there were considerations and
concerns that needed to be addressed as we developed our
system and that still need to be addressed as we finalize
our study design. For example, in determining an appropriate
game, it was important to remember that just because an
activity appears collaborative does not mean it lacks implicit
incentives for competition. In the workplace, two employees
with similar jobs may work on the same project but try to
discredit each other because of an upcoming job opening in
management. In the classroom, a teacher may try to encourage
collaborative skills by randomly assigning groups for a project,
but group members may compete to look better by requesting
the least help or finishing their part first. Actively avoiding
help and rushing to finish a task can easily lead to subpar
results. The teacher may choose to have students always work
in the same groups to avoid such a case, but they will not gain
experience in dealing with different types of people.

Technological challenges existed beyond the collaborative
nature of the game. When using school computers, reliable
internet access and computer permissions for installing soft-
ware are not guaranteed. We developed a stand-alone Flash
game for our trials because it will not need to be installed,
and we will be able to store all logging locally to avoid
potential issues with the internet. We also had to carefully
approach our design of the scaffolding content and levels.
Because the game is collaborative, students of varying gaming
experience and learning abilities will share challenges and
scaffolding feedback. This imbalance will potentially prevent
group members from maintaining a state of flow: “the state
in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing
else seems to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that
people will do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of doing
it” [48]. If the levels are too easy, players will get bored, but if
the scaffolding is not helpful enough, players will get frustrated
and may give up. To help ensure that our system will maintain
an adequate balance, we will perform preliminary testing and
iterate on its design.

The logistics of running our trials will also pose challenges.
Because we will be working with children, they will need
additional privacy protection. To this end, we will limit our
data collection to computer logging, audio recording, and
direct observation to avoid storing video records. In addition,
we will not refer to students by name, and all data will be
anonymized before analysis.

Running trials on-site at local middle schools and after-
school programs will also have implicit challenges. Recruit-
ment opportunities will be limited by the number of schools
in the surrounding area due to the logistical limitations of
performing trials far away. Scheduling will also be a major
concern; we will need to work around holidays, standardized



testing days, and exams, as well as periods of inactivity, such
as the summer break between academic years. Another timing
concern will be within the trial itself, as class length and
meeting times vary among schools and programs. Often they
are too short to run an extensive session, but splitting a trail
into multiple days leads to lost data due to student absences.
For our work in particular, curriculum timing will also have
an impact. If students have just covered the academic topic
our game teaches, then they will have little need for the
scaffolding, as the game will be too easy.

Although we have addressed many of the challenges thus
far, there remain several unanswered questions we must tackle
in the near future, including:

• How should we word instructions to participants?

• How does raw in-game data correspond to helping
behaviors?

• What contingencies must we implement to account
for real-world imperfections during trials, such as
computer errors?

VI. EVALUATION

Collaboration is a broad and vague notion, yet our focus
on the impact of collaborative scaffolding requires a method of
evaluation. To deconstruct the concept and determine a focal
point, we analyzed over 25 existing studies and surveys from a
wide range of disciplines and with diverse target demographics.
The resulting multilevel taxonomy is split into four compo-
nents, each consisting of additional subcomponents.

The first component in our taxonomy is group quality:
group aspects indirectly related to task completion. Even if
group members are highly intelligent and capable of per-
forming necessary functions, if members feel isolated, lack
motivation, or simply do not get along, then group performance
suffers. For example, when a conflict arises, ineffective conflict
resolution can lead to a prolonged period of time wasted on
overcoming the dispute rather than completing the task.

The next component is coordination: the methods that
groups use to organize group members and their actions.
Without coordination, a team cannot effectively distribute sub-
tasks to maximize group performance, nor is it trivial to
respond to environmental changes.

Coordination is usually achieved through effective com-
munication. While this component does not encompass task-
specific content, such as strategies, it does include consid-
erations before message sending, apt response to message
reception, and the appropriateness of message content. Without
adequate communication skills, group members cannot articu-
late thoughts and opinions, which inhibits the ability to form
a shared mental model and prevents the creation of an optimal
strategy based on the informed opinions of group members.

The final component of collaboration is support: group
members helping each other complete a task, satisfy a role,
take on a responsibility, or understand a concept. The quality
of support is based on many factors, including an individual’s
willingness, time, resources, and ability to help, as well as
a person’s understanding of the tasks assigned to group-
mates. Without support, group members cannot build off of

each other’s experiences and knowledge, meaning time is
wasted learning without a teacher or mentor and re-developing
solutions for obstacles overcome in the past.

For our evaluation, we chose to focus on two subcompo-
nents of support: direct and indirect help. Direct help involves
explicit aid through the supply of instructions, an explanation
of what to do next, or the partial or total completion of a
task assigned to another group member. Indirect help occurs
through resource sharing or by providing guidance, education,
structure, suggestions, advice, or constructive feedback. In-
stead of keeping these subcomponents vague, we selected an
example of each to use in our study: performing part of a task
for a group member (direct helping) and providing guidance
to a group member (indirect helping). In our trials, we will
count instances and note interesting examples of these actions
during group activities and video game play.

VII. IMPLICATIONS

Because collaboration plays a key role in today’s society, it
is beneficial to prepare people at a young age for collaborative
work. However, there is no academic or professional consensus
on the most effective methodology. Through our research, we
will explore one promising option: collaborative scaffolding in
educational video games. No matter the results, we will gain
invaluable insight into how we can approach collaboration ed-
ucation, which we will encompass in future design guidelines.
Our work will help shape the collaboration education design
space through its application to future software products and
research. In addition, it will contribute to the validation of
video games as an area of study and as an educational tool.
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